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Weaver 3-9x40 scope specs

Weaver's KASPA 3-9x40 Ballistic-X Scope is a lightweight and affordable riflescope designed for hunting and shooting. Each area of the KASPA series features a one-piece tube construction, fully coated optics, nitrogen purged housing and precise 1/4 MOA settings. This KASPA 3-9x40 range is configured with an
expandable field of view for increased situational awareness, a MOA adjustment range of 50, and a Ballistic-X grid for accurate hunting and reliable tactical aiming. Multi-coated lenses ensure bright, clear images with high contrast across the range of magnifications. One-piece construction offers robust and durable
construction Robusta and durable CONSTRUCTION MOA adjustmentsAlcuen multi-coated optics transmit bright and clear images with high contrast throughout the magnification rangeThe nirquel purge prevents condensation formation on internal surfaces1/4 MOA Adjustments allows precision KasPA
SpectrumsPerformanceMagnification3 to 9xObjective Lens Diameter40 mm View32.6' field at 100 yd / 11 m at 100 m Pupil diameter ex3x: 13 mm9x: 4.4 mm Eye Relief3.8 to 4.4 / 97 to 110 mmReticleReticleReticle TypeBallistic-X ReticleFeaturesWindage Adjustment50 MOAElevation Adjustment50
MOAGeneralMaintube Diameter1BatteryNoneDimensionsLength: 12.4 / 31.5 cmWeight11.4 oz / 3 oz26 gPackaging InfoPackage Weight1.5 lbBox Dimensions (LxWxH)15 x 3.4 x 3.1 Enable your browser's cookie functionality, cookies are not currently enabled in your browser , and because of this the functionality of our
site will be severely restricted. Web browser-based cookies allow us to customize our site for you, store items in your cart and provide you with a great experience when purchasing OpticsPlanet. Your privacy is important to us, and any personal information you provide to us is kept strictly confidential. If you are not able
to enable cookies in your browser, please contact us, we are always here to help! JavaScript is blocked by AdBlocker or ScriptBlocker sorry - it seems that some Elements of OpticsPlanet are being disabled by your AdBlocker. Unfortunately we cannot offer our excellent shopping experience without JavaScript. Please
add opticsplanet.com and to the whitelist, or disable AdBlocker for this site (please note that we do NOT have any annoying advertisements on this website). Thank you! The Weaver Kaspa 3-9x40mm tactical weapon range allows hunters the opportunity to upgrade their next outing. This Weaver-built Kaspa tactical rifles
have adjustable lift and wind turrets on your fingers that are low and perfect for wearing gloves in tactical situations. Weaver's Kaspa Weapon Scope 3-9x Magnification has a quick-focus eyepiece that allows you to focus on this Weaver Kaspa Scope, quickly and smoothly. The Weaver Kaspa Tactical Weapon Scope 3-
9x40mm has fully multi-coated optics that provide an incredibly clear image that gives you an unobstructed view of your environment. this one Rifle-Scope has a minimum magnification power of 3x and a maximum of 9x that delivers incredible images despite its distance from its target. Specifications for Weaver Kaspa
Riflescope - 3-9x40: Tube Diameter: 1in Adjustment Click Value: .25in Adjustment Type: Click Lens Coating: Fully multi-coated Power Variability: Variable Min power: 3x Max power: 9x Reticle: Dual-X, Ballistic-X Reticle Construction: Wire Reticle Focal Plane Location: 2nd Finish: Matte Features of Weaver 3-9x40mm
Kaspa Tactical Scope: Shock Proof Waterproof Fog Proof Low Turrets Fast Focus Eyepiece Finger Adjustable Turrets Wire Reticle Construction Holdover Reticle Package Contents: Weaver Kaspa 3-9x40mm Tactical Weapon Scope Weaver Kaspa 3-9X40 Ballistic-X Scopes 849807 Weaver Kaspa 3-9X40 Ballistic-X
Scopes 849807 Weaver Ballistic-X Reticle Weaver Dual-X Reticle Customer Reviews Helpful Positive Review Good value optic by Wayne, August 15, 2014 Came with my Savage 16 in 308 as a combo, so not much expectation on the scope. I just wanted to give him a chance before I replaced him. After 6 months of
use and abuse, I have changed my mind. He'll keep this range in the rifle. I dragged him through bushes, ... Read more... 36/40 found this useful useful negative review would not recommend by davis2438, March 26, 2018 I bought a 22-250 wild axis combo with a 3x9x40 range erg for my girlfriend this past Christmas,
she was very excited to finally shoot for the first time as it has been warm out. We were firing the rifle 50 yards to see it, ... Read more... 12/16 found this helpful Most Recent Reviews Good Results by Sluggo, May 17, 2020 I bought Wal-Mart's Wild Axis in a wooden action of 270. The sighting took 3 rounds... scope is
not the top of the line, but I was surprised by the results. The 4th round was dead 200 yards away. So I was planning to replace it but I'll keep it for now. ... Read more... 1/2 found this useful most recent range reviews broke in the third shot of .270 rifle by .270 by Shooter, November 10, 2019 Bought The Wild Axis
Combo in .270 caliber. The range was spotted at the gun store. The first two shots through the rifle were fine, but the range broke in the third shot. The rings inside the endoscope broke and the sight tilted from 20 to 30 degrees counterclockwise. I... Read more... 1/1 found this helpful Most Recent reviews Richard Mills
Sr and jr by very unhappy gun owner, October 1, 2019 I bought a wild 270 with Walmart's inger range combo. It was before the gun ban, but I fired five boxes of projectiles through it and I can't get him to fire in the same place twice. I checked to make sure the range was tight to the gun, but not yet... Read more... 2/5
found this useful Read all 13 in stock? Have you seen it cheaper somewhere else? We'll beat him or we'll match him. Click here. Share this with your friends! Buying Facebook on Twitter from this article requires a firearms license and a signed police order form to be sent to you. Alternatively, you can shop in the store, or
buy online and choose to choose of your nearest Gun City store without a police order form. You can download the form here. Purchasing this item requires a signed Police Order Form to be sent to you. Alternatively, you can shop at the store, or shop online and pick up at your nearest Gun City store without a police
order form. You can download the form here. Reach Bushnell Weaver 3-9x40 with duplex grid. Includes Weaver-style rings and range caps. Features: Magnification: 3-9 Target Diameter: 40mm Grid: Total Duplex Length: 320mm Gun City is New Zealand's largest firearms dealer. We have been selling, importing,
exporting, manufacturing, customizing and repairing firearms and accessories since 1978. We have the largest range of weapons, ammunition and accessories available now, online in New Zealand. Call our store to learn more about +64 3 379-8888 in Christchurch, New Zealand. (140848) The Weaver Kaspa 3-9×40 is
considered affordable. However, the saying You get what you pay makes me ask the inevitable question: Is this just a low-quality reach? In this review, I will explore many details of Weaver Kaspa's scope in an impartial manner, so that you can make an informed decision. Glass : 3.5/5 Glass quality Looking through the
Weaver Kaspa range, I found that your image is as clear as many large name scopes within the same price range as the Nikon Buckmaster II. The color contrast is not so great, but acceptable. Making game detection not a difficult feat. In addition, there is no strange purple or blue tint refraction on the edges to frustrate
you like some lower end ranges. Light transmission is not as good as the highest price areas. Kaspa 3er darkens much faster and is not recommended for serious hunting during sunrise and sunset. That said, there aren't many irritating flares when the sun is on your front and back. If you hunt a lot during low light, higher
end scopes or larger lens ranges are recommended. Reticle The grid is sharp and easy to detect. There are 2 grids to choose from: Dual X – similar to a simple Ballistic X duplex grid – BDC Grid The Dual X grid is an option for those who like the single grid, without clutter. While the Ballistic X grid features 3 lift holds for
longer range shots, it is not a dedicated long-range hold, but should be sufficient for 150-250 yards of fire (depending on its caliber and bullet grain weight.) See Dual X reticleSee Ballistic X reticle Varmint EB-X, Fine Dual-X, Slug/Muzzleloader, Illuminated dual and Turkey reticles are available, but at a significant
additional cost. Turrets: 3.5/5 Turrets are adjustable with their fingers and are caps to avoid inadvertent adjustments. Elevation and wind settings aren't as accurate or repeatable, meaning it could take more time and ammunition in sight in your range. For more information on how to view in your scope, see here. Since
the turrets are not repeatable, the Weaver Kaspa is not suitable for long-range shooters. Keep in mind this quality of the turrets is to be expected for the ranges around this price. Degree of recoil durability The Weaver Kaspa has a zero good with a .308 caliber. For a higher caliber, consider choosing a more robust range
for satisfactory product life. Ease of use: 3.5/5 Magnification ring features a knurled knob, which is soft to rotate even with the gloves on. Turret adjustment is also easy to operate, and they come with caps to prevent accidental adjustments. Eye relief is generous. And the range has a quick focus eyepiece that would be
useful if you share this range with others or have old eyes where you need to adjust the focus of your reticle often. For long-range shooters, this scope is not ideal, as there are no features such as indexing and zero stops. Looks : 3.5/5 The Weaver Kaspa is a smooth matte black endoscope. It is suitable for hunting as it
does not reflect sunlight and is unlikely to scare game. But there's not much tacti freshness to brag about. Luckily it doesn't look like a cheap Chinese imitation of $20-$40. The range itself is compact and light (11.5 oz). It's easy to carry and light enough for your kids. In terms of brand recognition, Weaver is considered
lower than leupold, Nikon and Vortex. Durability : 2.5/5 Kaspa Ner works well under normal conditions. It features a 1-piece tube that tends to be more durable, but is not made to withstand heavy abuses like top-end ranges. It can withstand light rain very well, but it is not recommended to drop or submerge it. The lifetime
warranty also comes with reach. Weaver will cover any defects as long as the scope is owned by the original owner. This warranty is non-transferable, so be sure to keep your receipt in case you need to claim for any defects. Value : 3.5/5 Kaspa 3-9×40 Ner is an affordable range with not so bad glass. Maybe his fall is
that it doesn't offer much durability. In addition, quality control for low-end areas like this is simply not great, which means you may need to use your warranty very soon. Looking for affordable reach? See the best range for money. Others know that the Weaver Weaver Optics brand is one of the oldest names in American
Scope History. In 1930, rifle viewfinders were neither affordable nor popular with major American shooters. The cheapest range costs around $50, which was a considerable sum back then. But William R. Weaver thought things should be different. He began introducing the Weaver 3-30 range in 1930. Its price was only
$19 (a 60% decrease in price!). Combined with other successful models, Weaver Optics became the world's largest producer of riflescopes. The Weaver mounting system was also a success in such a way that competitors copied it and called it Weaver Rail Mounts. It is true that the brand owner changed hands several
times, but the affordability mindset remains the core of Weaver Optics. Technical technical specifications of the Weaver Kaspa 3-9×40 Length (inches) 12.4 Weight (oz) 11.5 Tube diameter (inches) 1 1 1 Matte Black Increase 3-9x Target Diameter 40mm Eyepiece Diameter (inches) 1.5 Linear FOV (ft/100 yd) – Under
32.6 Linear FOV (ft/100 yd) – High 9.9 Dual Reticle X Reticle Focal Plane Second Reticle Illuminated No Eye Relief (in) – Under 4.37 Eye High 3.81 Turret Turret Turret Adjustable Low Finger Turrets Yes Zero ResetTable Turrets No Zero Stop No Adjustment Type Click Value 1/4 MOA Elevation Adjustment Range
(MOA) 50 Wind Adjustment Range (MOA) MOA) 50 Fast Focus Eye Piece Yes Parallax Fixed 150 yards Waterproof/Fogproof Yes Warranty Weaver Limited Guarantee Models Weaver Kaspa is available in 9 different models: (Numbers in front indicate increase , increase from 3-9x to 3x-9x. The numbers on the back are
the lens target diameter in millimeter, lens diameter 40 x 40 mm.) Want a good range for plinking? See Rimfire's Best .22 Range and Best Range. My verdict on the Weaver Kaspa 3-9×40 The Kaspa Weaver is a good starting range. The quality of the optics is pleasant with an acceptable price. Compact and lightweight,
the range is also suitable for children and women. Its disadvantage is the durability and lack of turret characteristics and repeatability. The warranty is also non-transferable, which means that its resale value might fall a bit. Pros Cons - Affordable ✗ Non-Transferable Warranty - Acceptable Glass Quality ✗ Isn't Durable-
Compact and lightweight ✗ turrets lack features ✗ non-repeatable turrets Looking for a range for your AR-15? See Best AR15 Scope. Alternate range 1. Nikon Buckmasters II 3-9x40mm Best Glass BDC Grid Similar Price 2. Leupold VX-2 3-9×40 Best Glass Best Light Transmission Much Longer Durable Warranty
Excellent Higher Price
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